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The Lost Graduation Show 
Class of 2020/21 
Supersalone 
5–10 September 2021 
Salone del Mobile, Milan 
 
 
OPEN CALL FOR PARTICIPATION 
 
 
Over the course of 2020/21, thousands of design students completed their studies. But unlike their peers before 
them, these students graduated without having had the chance to present their works to the public.  
“The Lost Graduation Show – Class of 2020/21” gives them this opportunity. By organising one large exhibition, we 
will bring young designers from all over the world together on one large stage.  
 
The exhibition has been conceived for these young designers, who are now ready to make their debut in the industry. 
At the same time, the exhibition provides producers, makers, designers, journalists and other professionals in the 
field of design, as well as the general public, a chance to see where the latest in young design is heading. And, after 
an 18-month disruption, the exhibit is an invitation to re-establish the important dialogue that centres around 
design’s future. 
 
The exhibition will encompass a vast spectrum of works from all different areas of design, including anything from 
product to furniture and lighting design. It will also explore domains such as material research and sustainable 
design, mobility, service or inclusive design, medical, sports and outdoor design, etc. The goal is to provide a 
comprehensive overview of the most pressing topics and questions in contemporary design – those questions that 
the new generation is facing, working on and proposing to solve.  
Organised by topics, the exhibition will connect students from Asia and Africa, South and North America and 
Europe. Taken together, “The Lost Graduation Show” will provide a collective image of where young design is at, and 
where it is going.  
The exhibition will give schools a much-needed chance to promote and support their graduates. All this is made 
possible by the Salone del Mobile.Milano, which is generously taking on the production of such a significant 
exhibition. 
 
In addition to the exhibition on site, all selected works will be shown on a digital platform – @thelostgraduationshow – 
in order to open up the exhibition and the works of these future designers to an even larger audience. The digital 
presentation will also serve as a recruiting platform for anyone wishing to contact the young designers directly.  
 
Finally, a jury of international design experts will review all of the works on show, and award top projects in each 
category as winners of “The Lost Graduation Show – Class of 2020/21”. 
 
The exhibition is curated by Anniina Koivu, and is part of the programme of the Supersalone special event.  
The Supersalone special event, in turn, is organised by Salone del Mobile.Milano, and will take place from 5-10 
September 2021 at the Rho-Fieramilano fairgrounds. Under the curation of architect Stefano Boeri and a team of 
international designers, architects and curators – Andrea Caputo, Maria Cristina Didero, Anniina Koivu, Lukas 
Wegwert and Marco Ferrari and Elisa Pasqual of Studio Folder – the Supersalone will be a celebration of design that 
includes a new format for companies to showcase their products. It will be accompanied by a vast public and 
cultural programme, open not only to the design industry but to the general public as well. 
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“The Lost Graduation Show” starts with an Open Call to all international design schools. These are invited to 
submit a selection of their best graduation works from the past 18 months. 
 
 
Schedule 
1 June  Open call to international design schools 
18 June  1. Deadline: Schools to submit selected graduation works from 2020–21 
5 July  Confirmation of participation 
20 July  2. Deadline: Delivery of specifics of expected physical exhibits and digital material 
10 Aug  3. Deadline: Delivery of physical material in Milan  
Aug/Sep Set up  
5 Sep  Opening of exhibition at Milano Salone del Mobile 2021 and jury review 
11 Sep  Dismantling and return of exhibits 
 
 
How to participate 
 
1. Deadline: Schools to submit selected graduation works from 2020–21 
The exhibition starts with an Open Call for participation, sent to international design schools. 
 
The schools are invited to select a minimum of 3 (but not more than 10) of their best graduation works from 2020-21, 
as presented in any of the school’s design programmes.  
 
The submission process consists of a comprehensive presentation of the selected projects in PDF format via email 
to info@thelostgraduationshow.com. 
 

The PDF should include  
• images,  
• a project description, and  
• any additional material (for example, drawings, video etc.) to help flesh out the project.  
 
Please also include a cover page with  
• name of school,  
• contact information of school,  
• name of project,  
• name of graduate,  
• graduation date, and   
• contact information of graduate. 

 
Deadline for the submission is 18 June 2021. 
 
 
Confirmation of participation 
The curatorial team will review all proposals, then select the participants and notify schools whose graduate works 
were selected by 5 July 2021. 
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The role of the school 
With the confirmation of the participation of the graduation projects, the schools agree to give the chosen graduates 
any support needed to be able to contribute to the exhibition. This includes the coverage of total costs related to 
shipment of the exhibits to and from Milan, but also any possible support for creating new and/or additional 
exhibition models, fixing or repairing existing material, as well as any necessary technical support for the production 
of images or videos, text editing, translation etc. Complying to specific COVID-19 regulations, the schools are invited 
to support the graduates by also covering possible traveling costs to/from Milan, as well as accommodation needs. 
 
 
2. Deadline: Delivery of specifics of expected physical exhibits and digital material 
All digital material must arrive ahead of the physical exhibits. This includes all material that will be part of the digital 
database, as well as a detailed preview of the expected physical exhibits. Only with a precise overview of the 
expected exhibits will the curatorial team be able to prepare and layout the exhibition spaces ahead of the opening 
and put together the digital database. The team cannot guarantee it will be able to include exhibits that have not 
been listed in advance. 
 
2.1 Specifics of expected physical exhibits 
You will receive a document requesting any specifics of the showcased exhibits as well as their packaging needs on 
5 July 2021. Required information will include dimensions, weight, etc. and, if applicable, assembly instructions of 
the physical material. 
 
2.2 Deliverables for digital database 
The digital presentation mirrors the physical exhibition, and opens the show to a larger audience. It also serves as a 
recruiting platform for anyone wishing to contact the young designers directly.  
 

• 3 images 
The images of the project should be high-resolution and in TIF format, including all copyright details.  
The use of GIFs or videos to present the project is also possible. 
 
• Project description 
A short text of max. 50 words must be in English and it should be edited, proofed and ready for publishing.  
 
• Basic information 
• name of project 
• name of graduate 
• name of school 
• graduation year 
• contact information of graduate such as Instagram account and website address 
 
• Video 
In this short video clip the graduate has the opportunity to present his/her project to the visitors. In a max. 2-
minutes pitch the project’s origins, its aim and purpose, the development process and any specificities can be 
explained. The language should be English. In case this is not possible, English subtitles must be added to the 
video.  
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Please strictly follow these guidelines in the making of the video: 
 
• Position: The camera should be placed straight in front of the speaker and at such a distance that the 
speaker’s head and shoulders are visible in the middle of the frame, filling at least 1/3 of the space. The speaker 
should look directly into the camera. 
• Audio: The speaker should present in a relaxed mode and speak clearly, making sure to have optimal audio. 
• Background: The speaker should stand in front of a neutral white background. 
• Lighting: Use appropriate light such as a ring light or sit or stand facing a large window. Make sure the light 
source is in front of the speaker, without generating shadows. 

 
This material must be submitted by 20 July 2021 at the latest. 
 
3. Deadline: Delivery of physical material in Milan 
The exhibition will be a collection of the most diverse design projects by graduates from around the world. Each 
graduate will have the space needed to best showcase his/her work, whatever its scale. The following materials are 
therefore required: 
 

• Model  
The submitted material must include at least 1 physical, three-dimensional model of the graduation work. We 
highly encourage this to be a full-scale model, however a scaled-down version is also acceptable.  
Additional mock-ups, process and other supporting material can be included, but should be kept to necessary 
quantity.  
 
It is essential that the submitted physical material, especially electrical equipment, comply with the latest safety 
regulations and do not pose any danger to life, health, safety or public order. 
 
• Basic information and project description  
The curatorial team will use the same basic information and 50-word project text submitted as part of the digital 
material.  
 
• Instructions 
Please include any guidelines that help the curatorial team to set up the exhibits. This can include assembly or 
layout instructions. Nevertheless, the assembly of objects must be kept to a minimum. In case a more complex 
set up is needed, the curatorial team cannot guarantee correct assembly nor participation of the project in the 
final exhibition. In this case, the graduate must be present to take care of the correct set up of his/her work.  

 
It is absolutely crucial that all exhibits arrive in Milan at the latest by 10 August 2021. 
 
 
Shipment  
All costs related to the shipment of goods and materials must be covered by the participants.  
More detailed information on the shipment details will be shared with the confirmation of participation  
on 5 July 2021. 
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Set up 
The curatorial team will prepare and set up the “The Lost Graduation Show – Class of 2020/21” on the Rho-
Fieramilano fairgrounds as part of the Supersalone event, which will take place from 5–10 September 2021.  
The exhibition is produced by the Salone del Mobile.Milano. Generally speaking, the installation will allow exhibits or 
groups of exhibits to be placed on surfaces of different heights and sizes. Vertical fixtures are included where 
needed. 
 
 
Additional elements 
If video support is indispensable, screens can be added, but the rent of the equipment is at the discretion of the 
schools. Please tell us if screens are required in the submission material due at the latest on 20 July 2021. 
 
 
Presence of graduates 
We hope for the physical presence of a great number of graduates during the exhibition, providing that the official 
Covid-19 regulations allow for this. Please inform us as soon as you can confirm your participation, so that we can 
organise your access to the fairground.  
More details about tickets/exhibitor passes will be provided in further communications.  
       
   
Dismantling and return shipment 
More detailed information on the return policy of the exhibits will be shared with the confirmation of participation  
on 5 July 2021. 
 
 
Contact information 
We are looking forward to hearing from you, and hope many schools and young designers will participate.  
Please contact us with any questions at info@thelostgraduationshow.com. 
 


